more than a million of inhabitants, with its innumerable industries and activities, and with its commerce borne down the tide-way which it has created, to all the quarters of the globe, was at the end of the eighteenth and the beginning of the nineteenth century not much more than a moderatelysized town. Pleasantly situated on the right bank of the then rural river Clyde, and with a considerable degree of beauty both in its " lay-out " and in its surroundings, it evoked favourable comments from many travellers who visited it in those far-off days and who enjoyed the hospitality for which, then, as now, the city was celebrated.
In 1801 the population was only 83,000, but rapid increases in the first three decades of the nineteenth century brought it up just to about 200,000 in 1831, which is practically the hundred years ago which this number of the J ournal commemorates.
What, then, were the appearance and accommodation of the hospital which had to serve 
